Communications Report 2018/2019

This period saw 125 queries being answered and discussed. Some were fairly quick and easy, but others took time. Generally speaking those asking about careers were forwarded to the Sivuyile Mnxoyi at the SAAO.

Others that I could not answer, or were better answered by specialists were forwarded; for example, question about Meteors were forwarded to Tim. Planetary stuff to Clyde and so on.

Clyde did some good work with a few interviews and I also did three, the last one for Radio Sonder Grense in Afrikaans!

Another aspect of Communication that I have started is that I get many releases everyday about a wide variety of astronomical material from Rick Feinberg, AAS, and quite often there is material that might be of use to other ASSA members/groups; like the Cosmology Section, Percy Jacobs, Clyde Foster, Doug Bullis amongst others.